Join fellow alumni, family, and friends for an educational morning learning from some of Duke’s most notable sights.

This summer dig deeper on conservation with Sarah P. Duke Gardens and Duke Lemur Center, peer back in time with Rubenstein Library’s collections, and witness the training behind life-saving medical professionals of Emergency Medicine at Duke Health. Attend one or more. Come explore the unseen at Duke!

$85/person  
*per program

Register Online  
cvent link

or call  
919-684-2988

The Duke Exclusive is a partnership between Alumni Education and the Washington Duke Inn and Golf Club. Throughout the year we provide a variety of half-day Forever Learning experiences that you can not purchase anywhere else.

Sarah P. Duke Gardens  
July 6: Conservation in the Gardens  
July 27: Discovery Garden’s Class Connections

Duke Lemur Center  
July 10: Learning with Lemurs  
July 17: Learning with Lemurs

Rubenstein Library  
August 3: Preserving the Past to Inform the Future

Duke Health  
August 10: Training the Future of Emergency Medicine

Programs begin and end at the Washington Duke Inn and run from 8:30 AM - 1:30 PM. Includes breakfast, lunch and tuition.

Participants must provide their own transportation throughout the program, though parking is provided. All children must be accompanied by an adult. All participants must meet age requirements as follows:

- Duke Lemur Center- 10+ years old
- Sarah P. Duke Gardens / Rubenstein Library- 15+ years old
- Duke Hospital- 17+ years old